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Executive summary 

Snapshots are a block image in the form of a storage volume or LUN used to instantaneously capture 

the state of a volume at a specific point in time. Snapshots can be initiated manually or by new, automated 

snapshot policies. They can be created and managed by any of the VxFlex OS clients: GUI, CLI, or API. 

There are a wide a variety of use cases for snapshots including, but not limited to: 

• Support for data retention policies to meet business and governmental compliance requirements 

• Onboard rapid disaster recovery for avoiding DR site fail-over 

• Enabling rapid application cloning 

• Integrating with backup protection software to enable offsite or data retention requirements 

• Providing cloning support for release cycles of custom or packaged software 

• Defining and deploying templates of installed and configured applications or data sets 

• Providing easy non-destructive what-if analysis of various business or other scenarios 

This paper will delve into the new snapshot features of VxFlex OS v3.0. It will discuss these and other use 

cases, the implications of managing snapshots and their performance effects, concluding with reference 

architectures for software lifecycle and point-in-time database recovery use cases.
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1 New VxFlex OS 3.0 snapshot capabilities 
 

1.1 Snapshot count and behavior 
 

The new snapshot feature set includes: 

• An increase in snapshot count from 31 to 126 snapshots per base volume 

• Improved space efficient writes 

• Snapshot independence 

• Policies to establish regular schedules for automated snapshot creation and retention 

1.1.1 Snapshot count 
 

Not only do we have more snapshots available, but of the 126 available, up to 60 may be used for policy-

based scheduled snapshots. More detail on schedules appears later in this document. 

1.1.2 Improved space efficient writes 
 

While the purpose of this paper is not a deep dive into fine-granularity storage pools, this new 

type of storage pool enables improved writes. Those writes are organized on NVDIMM devices before 

any physical writes to SSD occur. Fine-granularity storage pools use an allocation unit of 4K instead of 

1M, so when we have a write operation that is typical of OLTP or messaging applications, there is much 

less space wasted in volumes with snapshots. We’ve also improved how writes to snapshots occur. 
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1.1.3 Snapshot independence 
 

Snapshots can be managed differently now. Deleting the base volume no longer results in a deletion 

of the entire V-Tree.  (A V-Tree contains the base volume, and all its snapshot branches.)  

This has a few implications. You can now: 

1. Create and map a volume 

2. Create a snapshot of that volume 

3. Create a snapshot of that snapshot 

4. Map and use that child snapshot 

5. Delete the base volume 

6. Delete the child snapshot only, and recreate it 

7. Delete an entire V-Tree 

This sort of behavior is integral to the software development lifecycle (DevOps) where you need the ability to retain a gold 

copy while performing iterative testing on different versions. This set of behaviors leads to all sorts of excellent 

development, business or IT outcomes. 

1.1.4 Snapshot policies 
 

 

 Table 1-1 
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Snapshot policies establish: 

1. When snapshots occur 

2. How frequently they occur 

3. How many snapshots are retained 

4. How long they’re retained 

5. What volume or volumes (consistency group) they contain 

In the case of VxFlex OS, we provide up to six levels of snapshot frequency and retention. At a given 

retention level, the frequency of snapshots is calculated for you based on multiplying the previous levels 

frequency by the number of snapshots in the current level. 

Refer to the snapshot wizard figure above. Notice that the retention interval automatically increases from the 

previous period by doubling it (because each level is assigned two snapshots.) The period of snapshot 

frequency can be based on minutes, hours, days, or weeks. We also see in the figure that the total snapshot 

count, eight in this example, is calculated for you. This will help you get a sense of how many of the 60 

possible scheduled volume snapshots remain. We will explore policy creation more deeply in chapter 3 of this 

paper. 
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2 Creating manual snapshots 
 

2.1.1 Creating a snapshot using the VxFlex OS GUI 
 

There is no change to his feature: 

 

By default, a naming pattern is provided. You can change that pattern, or you can enter any desired name up 

to 31 characters in length.

 

Note also, that as in previous releases of VxFlex OS, you can select more than one volume to create a 

consistency group snapshot: 
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Consistency groups ensure that when a snapshot is taken, all snapshots in that group are guaranteed to be 

captured in precisely the same point in time. This is a great way to create a crash-consistent snapshot-based 

backup. A common use case for consistency group snapshots is capturing a crash-consistent backup, and 

mounting those snapshots to capture their content, sending them off site. Another use case is mounting them 

to hosts, making them available for testing application software patches.  
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2.1.2 Creating a snapshot using the CLI interfac 
 

The basic snapshot create command: 

[root@node1 ~]# scli --help --snapshot_volume  
 
Usage: scli --snapshot_volume (--volume_id <ID> | --volume_name <NAME> |  
    --volume_id_from_file <FILE> |  
    --volume_name_from_file <FILE>) [--snapshot_name <NAME> |  
    --snapshot_name_from_file <FILE>] 
 
Description: Take a snapshot of one or several volumes 
Parameters: 
    --volume_id <ID>                                 A comma-separated list of volume IDs 
    --volume_name <NAME>                    A comma-separated list of volume names 
    --volume_id_from_file <FILE>              A file containing new line separated list of volume IDs 
    --volume_name_from_file <FILE>        A file containing new line separated list of volume names 
    --snapshot_name <NAME>                  A comma-separated list of names to be assigned to the created snapshots 

 --snapshot_name_from_file <FILE>     A file containing a line separated list of names      
 to be assigned to the created snapshots 

This provides the same result as the GUI. If you do not assign a name to the snapshot, one will be created for 

you with a name based on the system-generated snapshot ID. 

Up to 126 manual snapshots can be retained at any given time, but this number will be lessened by the 

number of policy-based snapshots in the volume. Scripting calling the CLI or API can be used, enabling you 

to automate activities such as creating new snapshot-based clones for regression testing, or deleting those 

clones.  
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3 Snapshot policies 
 

There is a new snapshot policy feature in VxFlex OS version 3. It is used to create policies that enable 

retention schedules for your policy-based snapshots. 

3.1.1 Creating a policy 
 

There is a new group of icons on the VxFlex OS GUI Frontend -> Volumes view. 

 

The icon highlighted in blue activates the snapshot policy panel. To create a new policy, just click on the + 

sign. 
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The new policy wizard will walk you through the remaining steps. 

Once a policy is created, you can edit, pause, or delete it. These actions are initiated by right-clicking on the 

desired policy. 
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3.1.2 Policy deletion steps 
To delete a policy, you must first pause it.  From the policy view, right-click on the policy and select the 

pause option. It will bring up a sub-menu: 

 

Click OK to proceed. 
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Next, you must edit the policy to remove the associated volumes or consistency groups. Right-click on 

the volumes to reveal the removal command: 

 

If by chance, you manually locked the snapshot, you will not be able to remove it. Note: this removes the 

source volume from the policy. It does not delete the source volume from the cluster. 

This will bring up a sub-wizard asking what your wishes are for the related snapshots: 
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You have the choice of leaving the snapshots in place, or simply detaching them from the policy. Close 

the wizard, and then right-click on the policy to remove it: 

 

Another sub-menu will appear.  Just click OK and Close to complete the operation. 
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4 Snapshot delete considerations 
 

Due to the nature of V-Trees, there are several deletion operations possible.  

 

 We see that we now that we can remove: 

• The volume alone 

• The volume and it’s V-Tree descendants 

• Descendants only 

• The entire V-Tree 

• The entire consistency group 
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5 Performance implications of snapshots 
 

5.1 Medium granularity storage pools 
 

While the same snapshot counts and policy management features apply to medium granularity 

storage pools, the 1MB write allocation unit and the write behavior remains the same as versions prior to 

release 3.0. Therefore, to take advantage of new snapshot performance capabilities in VxFlex OS v3.0, 

you must use fine-grained storage pools. One thing to keep in mind is workload that is generated when 

snapshots are created and deleted. In the case of medium granularity snapshots, there is a spike of I/O 

activity when a snapshot is created. 

5.2 Fine granularity storage pools, snapshots & performance 
 

In terms of the performance of a fine-grained snapshot, I/O is measurably consistent with 

performance of the base volume and is not impacted as the snapshot count increases. This is because 

the execution path of reads and writes on snapshots residing in fine-grained pools is precisely the same 

as their base volume. 

The one area of performance that is noticeably affected in fine-grained storage pools is volume deletes. 

Fine-grained volumes generate substantial I/O as they are removed. In a worse-case scenario test of 

both FG and MG on the same system with a volume containing 256KB blocks, the deletion rate for a 

traditional medium-grained volume was ~340GB/s while its fine-grained counterpart was ~450MB/s. 

Snapshot deletes can cause some I/O, depending on the degree of change since their creation, and 

hence take longer to delete than medium grained volumes, but it is nowhere as impactful as deleting FG 

volumes. 

Since the allocation unit for fine granularity is 4K, there is subsequently 256 times more metadata 

generated than the 1MB case. This results in one additional physical I/O when locating data for reads of 

uncompressed, and two additional physical reads with compression enabled. 

This means that I/O on fine-grained volumes is slower than I/O on medium-grained volumes. As far as 

how much slower, it really depends on the workload and the block size of the writes. To give you some 

sense of this impact, response time in a test with a volume running an 8K 50% R/W workload increased 

100us after migration to an uncompressed fine-grained storage pool.  
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6 Snapshot-based recovery 
 

With the release of VxFlex OS 3.x, you can now recover a volume or snapshot using a child snapshot 

within the object’s vTree. These recoveries are pointer-based, so the act of creating them create very little 

I/O. However, there can be some I/O attributable to deleting blocks of data unique to that original volume 

or snapshot. 

Object recovery is achieved with the Overwrite Content volume menu item. Select volume or snapshot 

to be recovered and click on the overwrite menu item. 

 

To proceed, select the snapshot to restore to the selected object. Note that the target object changes in 

color from white to yellow, and the selected snapshot is highlighted in blue. 
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In the case of using consistency groups, you must restore each volume or snapshot within the group 

individually.  
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7 Capacity implications of snapshots and fine-grained volumes 
 

Given the increased volume of meta-data resulting from the 4K allocation unit in fine-granularity 

storage pools, meta-data volume will be an additional factor when measuring storage efficiency. 

However, it is imperative that there is an understanding that this new allocation unit results in significant 

capacity savings overall, especially with small writes.  

The VxFlex OS UI provides deep insight into the effectiveness of compression, the impact of the 

additional meta data, and the effects of thin provisioning and snapshots.  

Storage capacity is presented in a new fashion on the dashboard. If we mouse-over the overall savings 

category, we’ll see where the storage efficiency comes from: 

 

You’re able to account for and differentiate the physical versus virtual data footprint resulting from 

compression.  You’re also able to drill into each of the Physical, Allocated, and Provisioned categories. To 

view the effect of meta-data, we mouse-over the Physical category to highlight and account for all 

physical space consumption: 
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In this case, you can see that the 2TB physical storage footprint is comprised of 1.4TB of physical net 

storage, 367GB of reserved spare space set aside for fine granularity, and 161GB of Metadata. If we’re 

only interested in the compression footprint, we can mouse-over the Compression Ratio: 

 

This shows that of the 2TB of storage capacity utilized, a 5.7TB data accessible to the user only 

consumes 1.4TB. 
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8 Snapshot use cases 

8.1 Data protection 
 

Since Snapshots are images of storage volumes, their content is no different than a streamed image 

on tape, but there are four distinct differences from streaming solutions which must be considered: 

• They’re instantaneous 

• They present no workload to the storage system or application when they are created 

• They are writable, enabling you to clone application environments or file shares 

• They are not offsite copies, so in some cases, they do not fulfill all backup compliance 

requirements 

From the point-of view of data protection, they aid in providing better RPOs and RTOs than traditional backup 

methodologies. They can also work in concert with traditional data protection applications like NetWorker to 

get the protected data off the storage system. In general, you can rely on them for providing immediate 

recovery of data such as corruption due to user error, or software bugs. This makes for much quicker 

recovery. For getting backups off-site, they can be used to limit the amount of time an application is in a 

quiesced state during streaming backups.  Simply script or create a snapshot policy in coordination with the 

application, using the snapshots as the source location for your streaming backups.  Since VxFlex OS can 

throttle volume I/O, this streaming backup workload can be limited to minimize the production impact. The 

most important element of streaming backups is minimizing the time an application remains in a 

quiesced state. Snapshots reduce that time to seconds or less. 

8.2 Application cloning 
 

Applications can benefit from snapshot-based cloning. Whether it’s development release cycles for 

custom applications, test & development for packaged applications, application templates, or even user 

“what-if" scenarios you wish to enable, snapshots give you the ability to clone application and data footprints 

quickly and easily.  

A major consideration that must be addressed when cloning applications with high service levels that cannot 

be shut down regularly during backup or cloning is application quiescing. This is the act of sending 

commands to an application to stop or alter logging behavior while a backup is running to ensure a read-

consistent backup. 
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8.2.1 Crash-consistent backups 
 

Crash consistency is approached easily by using volume consistency groups and relying upon the 

inherent features of the application to recover itself as it starts up. This applies to any application that can 

restart on its own without intervention after a power failure. No quiescing is needed. Of course, when using 

snapshots for database cloning purposes, the application startup configuration must be changed in such a 

way as to address or access any new cloned locations of application data, configuration, and binary files. 

Nothing from a storage perspective needs to be done. One simply maps the snapshots to new locations on 

the original SDC (storage data client) or their original locations on secondary SDC hosts, and then 

proceeding with standard cloning best practices for the given application. One best practice related to cloning 

is to map the snapshots to secondary hosts only. This eliminates the possibility of overwriting production 

data. This approach makes one large assumption: Either direct I/O must be enabled on the related 

devices, or the I/O buffers must be flushed before the snapshot is taken. 

8.2.2 Read-consistent and application-consistent backups 
 

Read and application consistency generally comes into play with database applications. The 

Application quiescing procedures are coordinated with snapshotting activities on the VxFlex OS 

storage cluster. One simple trick is to take advantage of VxFlex OS snapshot policies, and schedule 

application quiescing activities on the application around those policies. This means enabling 

quiescing prior to the snapshot, and post-snapshot un-quiescing. From there, you rely upon the 

recovery features of the application to roll transactions forward to any point-in-time. In the case of Oracle, 

when archive logging, you must remember to “switch logfile” and “archive log all” after the “alter 

database end backup” command. At that point it is wise to backup or copy configuration information. In 

the case of Oracle, “backup controlfile to trace” will provide the ability to create a new control file with 

new datafile locations when mapping the snapshots back to the source host. It’s also a good idea to 

capture the SCN after un-quiescing so that you can refer back to it when recovering the cloned database. 

(“recover database until change {SCN} using backup controlfile;”) Bart Sjerps of Dell has provided scripts for 

cloning Oracle database regardless of the storage system used. They can be found here: 

https://github.com/outrunnl/db-snapshot 

8.3 Data cloning 
 

Versioning can be just as applicable to file shares as it can be to databases. Snapshots can be 

retained, providing a point-in-time version of all the documents related to a product launch, giving you the 

ability to access the data whenever needed. You can mount snapshots as a read-only file share if you 

wish to protect the underlying data. 

  

https://github.com/outrunnl/db-snapshot
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8.4 Software release cycles 
 

Versioning of software releases can be provided via snapshots, and multiple filesystem trees can be 

in play at any given time, enabling QA and iterative testing. 

8.5 Software or data templates 
 

Packaged or custom software can be fully configured on base volumes and provisioned as snapshots 

in any XaaS cloud-oriented service or application. V-Trees based on size, specific storage pools or service 

levels can be built easily and deployed and expunged as needed. These templates can contain applications 

with pre-seeded data, designed to self-deploy as they power up. 

8.6 What-if analysis 
 

There comes a time in the after the deployment of most any application when a business leader asks 

a question like “what would our net income look like if the deal with Megastructures closes on time?” Some 

would hire a team of data scientists and build a costly data warehouse to answer this and similar questions. 

Others look at the problem differently. In that case, why not clone the financial system, process the related 

receivables, and run a month-end close? This approach can answer a multitude of business questions while 

avoiding a pile of infrastructure and payroll cost. 
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9 Reference architectures 
 

There is not much difficulty in designing volume layouts for backup and cloning. Filesystems can be 

coalesced into consistency groups. For database applications, we must consider recovery processing for 

crash and read-consistent recovery. The heart of this design is the volume layout. 

9.1 Test/Dev/QA and versioning 
 

All software requires some sort of lifecycle, whether it’s custom or packaged. Testing patches and 

upgrades is the most common use case for packaged applications. Iterative QA test/dev is typical for custom 

software. Using volume V-Trees can facilitate these activities, accelerating these tasks. Filesystems can 

be easily snapshotted and cloned. If an application contains database content, these filesystems as well as 

the database content can be captured in a consistency group snapshot. For more robust database 

point-in-time recovery options, follow the recommendations in the next section. 

9.2 Point-in-time recovery for databases 
 

Databases journal their transactions as do some filesystems. SQL Server and MySQL generate 

transaction logs as transactions are processed. Oracle generates secondary archive logs when archive 

logging is enabled.  

Crash consistent recovery is simple. You can place all the database files and logs into a single volume. 

After cloning, the database application performs a recovery which is no different than a recovery from a 

power-off event.  
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Point-in-time recovery for databases is a little more involved. In the case of Oracle, you must remember to 

keep the logging activity separate from the data files. This implies that data must reside on separate 

volumes than redo logs. Also, separate the archived logs and/or flash recovery area from redo and 

data. The volumes must be grouped as follows: 

1. Data Files 

2. Redo and/or transaction logs 

3. Archived transaction logs (flash recovery area) 

 

 

In the case of non-Oracle databases that do not perform log archiving operations, group them as follows: 

1. Data Files 

2. Transaction Logs 
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10 Conclusion 
 

It is clear the new snapshot feature set provided with VxFlex OS fine-grained storage pools and 

volumes add significantly more flexibility and performance than was previously available. It is also apparent 

that while there are a few rules to follow when using snapshots to facilitate IT and business operations, the 

rules are relatively easy to follow and implement. 

Combining the practices outlined in this document along with new core snapshot features results in 

accelerated IT workflows, giving the business more time and flexibility to react to market changes.  

Performance improvements are at the heart of these enhancement, reducing the impact to production while 

providing a better management experience to storage administrators and a better user experience to 

developers and business users. 


